INTRODUCTION
============

Over the past decade, the development of flexible sensor systems, such as those for sensing pressure ([@R1]), temperature ([@R2], [@R3]), strain ([@R4], [@R5]), and biological potential ([@R6]), has attracted increased research attention owing to prospective utilization in applications such as robotics ([@R7]), electronic skins (e-skins) ([@R8]), and future bio-integrated consumer electronics ([@R9]). These applications rely heavily on the use of motile interacting objects and often involve operations performed on inconsistently shaped surfaces. Therefore, the integration of sensors capable of reliably providing information on relative positions, distances, and motion of interacting parts of a flexible electronic system is of critical importance. Among various sensors, magnetic field sensors have been typically used to perform these tasks, thereby triggering recent developments in flexible magnetic sensors ([@R10]--[@R14]) introduced in line with notable advancements in the field of flexible electronics ([@R15], [@R16]). Flexible magnetic sensors are suitable for use in position control systems used in applications such as development of soft robots ([@R7]), wearable electronics ([@R1], [@R2]) and smart textiles ([@R17]), contactless human-machine interfaces ([@R12]), and triggering systems ([@R12]), as well as nondestructive material testing in industries ([@R18]).

The development of state-of-the-art, flexible ([@R19], [@R20]), and imperceptible ([@R16], [@R21]) electronic sensors---directly created on thin and ultrathin polymer membranes---has also been recently reported, demonstrating their diverse functionalities along with characteristics of high surface compliance, wear-proof structure, and low specific weight. However, despite substantial progress in the development of imperceptible electronic devices, only very few studies have investigated advanced flexible magnetic systems capable of integrating individual magnetic sensors and other electronic devices ([@R22]).

The electronic devices that should be specifically integrated in a flexible magnetic system are active-matrix driver and signal amplifier circuits. To facilitate real-time capturing of spatially distributed physical quantities, most applications require many sensors to be distributed over large free-surface areas. Numerous sensors organized in an array require deployment of an efficient on-site sensor-scanning mechanism to avoid excessive interconnections ([@R1], [@R16]), which, in turn, cause unacceptable compromises to be made in terms of array dimensions and reliability. In conventional electronic devices, the commutation of each array element to the external readout circuitry is driven by active-matrix drivers---complex circuits usually incorporated within rigid silicon dies. In large electronic devices, such as displays and sensor arrays, a separate matrix driver addresses each element via thin-film transistors directly located within matrix cells (pixels). However, these thin-film active matrices incorporated in a flexible or imperceptible form degrade the mechanical performance when a rigid silicon die is used as the driving circuit. In addition, the signals should be amplified at the nearest sensing points to enhance the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, as signals detected via sensors are weak. However, when signal amplifiers arranged on a rigid silicon die are used, the S/N ratio is deteriorated owing to long wiring between the outputs of sensors and the inputs of amplifiers.

Therefore, to ensure compatibility with flexible electronics concepts, the sensor array and respective electronic circuitry must both be imperceptible and integrated on the same flexible platform. For flexible electronic circuits, organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are potential candidates because they are intrinsically flexible and are compatible with low-cost printing processes that can be applied to large-area plastic substrates ([@R16], [@R21]). In practice, fundamental logic and analog circuits, such as inverters and amplifiers, have been fabricated on the basis of OTFTs ([@R21], [@R23]). Moreover, shift registers, which can be used as active-matrix drivers representing a square wave transfer circuit commonly composed of complementary thin-film transistors (TFTs), have also been fabricated on the basis of OTFTs ([@R24]--[@R29]).

However, complementary OTFTs exhibit severe problems that limit their application to shift registers as active-matrix drivers. Large-sized sensor arrays consume substantial power, leading to short operating times when autonomously powered by state-of-the-art flexible energy supplies ([@R30]). In other words, these energy sources set strict voltage and power supply constraints to the entire sensor system. Although shift registers composed of complementary OTFTs have been reported ([@R24]--[@R29]), the operating voltage or power consumption of one of the transistor species is still high. On the other hand, some researchers have recently reported complementary OTFT circuits with low-voltage operation or low power consumption based on n-type OTFTs with high performance ([@R31]--[@R33]). This progress is promising for complementary OTFTs circuits. However, the selectivity of these n-type OTFTs with high performance is still limited. The performance of most types of conventional n-type OTFTs is inferior to that of p-type OTFTs. In contrast, many p-type OTFTs with high performance have been reported. In addition, the reliability of these p-type OTFTs is higher than that of n-type OTFTs. Thus, a circuit configuration relying exclusively on p-type OTFTs is still preferred for organic shift register. Moreover, unipolar circuit designs have additional merit of a simpler fabrication process compared with complementary configurations. In practice, organic shift registers relying exclusively on p-type OTFTs have demonstrated high-speed or low-voltage operation. However, organic shift registers relying exclusively on p-type OTFTs cause high power consumption and output signal degradation owing to inadequate signal gain and/or distribution of carrier mobility and threshold voltages across all individual organic OTFTs ([@R34]--[@R38]).

This paper reports the development and low-voltage operation of an imperceptible organic electronic system based on only p-type OTFTs capable of integrating all components necessary for operation of an active magnetosensory matrix (MSM) system. The proposed MSM system comprises large thin-film magnetoresistive sensors and electronics based on p-type OTFT switches, bootstrap shift registers as active-matrix driver, and signal amplifiers ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The components used in this work were fabricated on and integrated into the same imperceptible platform. The presence of an ultrathin polymer substrate and encapsulation facilitates the wearability of the magnetosensitive electronic membrane, as illustrated in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. It has been reported that imperceptible electronic elements demonstrated excellent mechanical stability under severe loading scenarios, such as bending, wrinkling, and crumpling ([@R39]). As explained in subsequent sections, OTFTs and magnetic sensors also have high compliance characteristics, as shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; it can be observed that the OTFTs and magnetic sensors are folded around a thin copper wire and bended, respectively ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), without affecting the electric performance. In addition to the integration of OTFT circuits with a magnetic sensor matrix, the development of this system involved overcoming several challenges associated with manufacturing technologies and organic circuit design via the exclusive use of p-type OTFTs to facilitate low-power high-speed operation while integrating a large number of elements within the array. To ensure exclusive use of p-type OTFTs, we designed an organic bootstrap shift register based on p-type OTFTs to address the problems of unipolar shift registers such as low-voltage operation, low power consumption, and output signal degradation.

![Imperceptible active-matrix magnetic e-skin.\
(**A**) Active MSM circuit fabricated on a single parylene wafer (50 × 50 mm^2^) via monolithic microfabrication on a 1.5-μm-thick substrate. (**B**) Demonstration of autarkic magnetic e-skin attached to human skin, facilitating position detection of fingers equipped with permanent magnets when approaching the palm. The device exhibits soft adhesion with a small amount of moisture in the palm. (**C**) Demonstration of robustness of OTFTs and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors when bent to a radius of 145 μm and 2 mm, respectively (photo credit: Masaya Kondo, ISIR, Osaka University, PhotoBIO-OIL).](aay6094-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

Design of proposed imperceptible active MSM
-------------------------------------------

The design and development of the proposed imperceptible MSM system were based on the circuit diagram depicted in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. A magnified view of the overall MSM system is depicted in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. As can be observed, the MSM system is equipped with a 3 × 6 array of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors including redundancy. As depicted in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, all electronic units necessary for the acquisition, addressing, and conditioning of GMR signals were arranged on a single, entirely imperceptible platform requiring only three wires, namely, FS, F1, and F2, for driving the active matrix ([Fig. 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), except for the indispensable power supply and GND, as circuit (VS, IS, and GND). All functional components were integrated on a single polymer membrane with a thickness of approximately 3 μm, which is based on a multilevel thin-film architecture (refer to the cross-sectional schematic depicted in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), thereby retaining the key mechanical properties of imperceptible electronics ([@R39]).

![Construction of the imperceptible magnetosensory system.\
(**A**) Schematic illustration of the five main circuit blocks of the MSM system. (**B**) Top view of the imperceptible magnetosensory system with an area of 50 × 50 mm^2^ and comprising organic \[dinaphtho\[2,3-b:2′,3′-f\]thieno\[3,2-b\]thiophene (DNTT)\] electronic circuit and GMR sensors. (**C**) Separate micrographs for five main building blocks designed and implemented in imperceptible form along with corresponding main characteristics. (I) Optical micrograph of two stages of bootstrap shift register and typical output. (II) Optical micrograph of a switching OTFT and typical transfer curve. (III) Micrograph of a GMR sensor and typical transfer curve. (IV) Optical micrograph of a current mirror (top) and typical output current (bottom). The green bar shows the reference current, whereas the red and blue bars show the mirrored current from the reference. (V) Optical micrograph of a common-source amplifier and typical dc output signal from magnetic sensor. The blue curve shows the raw signal, whereas the red curve shows the amplified signal by the amplifier. (**D**) Cross-sectional schematic illustrating layered structure of imperceptible magnetosensory system (photo credit: Masaya Kondo, ISIR, Osaka University, PhotoBIO-OIL).](aay6094-F2){#F2}

As depicted in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the proposed MSM system comprises five major building blocks: (I) eight-stage bootstrap organic shift register to drive switching OTFTs, (II) switching matrix transistors for commutating each sensor cell, (III) GMR sensor array, (IV) current mirrors providing a stable bias current to each matrix row, and (V) organic inverters in the form of common-source amplifiers. The active matrix comprises two rows \[R1 and R2 (AO1 and AO2)\] and four columns (G1 to G4). Four magnetic sensor cells comprising switching OTFTs were connected to each row, whereas columns with transistor gates (G1 to G4) were driven by the shift register, as illustrated in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Only a single column-gate terminal of switching OTFTs was enabled to simultaneously commutate corresponding sensor-cell voltages through each row line down to common-source row amplifiers. During sequential commutation, current mirrors were used to bias sensor cells via switching transistors in combination with shift registers that switched the gate state to ON. This resulted in a simple yet effective circuit design during operation as an active-matrix system.

The crucial functions of the active-matrix system are performed by implementing state-of-the-art OTFT technologies and magnetic sensors ([@R10]). In consideration of their excellent properties, such as high electrical performance, low degradation, low specific weight, high flexibility, and good compliance with low-cost fabrication processes on large-sized substrates ([@R16], [@R21]), dinaphtho\[2,3-b:2′,3′-f\]thieno\[3,2-b\]thiophene (DNTT)--based OTFTs were used to construct flexible circuits that constitute the MSM system. DNTT-based OTFTs can operate as p-type OTFTs. The OTFTs have a top-contact--bottom-gate structure, as depicted in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. An ultrathin (45-nm-thick) layer of parylene was used as the gate dielectric to facilitate low-voltage operation of circuits while achieving high yield and superior flexibility. The OTFTs with parylene gate dielectrics and DNTT active layers enabled the entire system to operate within 4 V.

Moreover, the use of a bootstrap circuit ([@R40]) was considered in this study to ensure the exclusive use of p-type OTFTs and facilitate effective low-power operation of the MSM system. However, despite several advantages offered by bootstrap circuits such as low power consumption, high operating speed, and tolerance to transistor parameter distribution, the available circuit designs are incompatible with p-type transistors, as they are primarily conceptualized for use with n-type transistors, such as high-quality n-type silicon. Although the development of other types of organic shift registers has been previously reported ([@R24]--[@R29], [@R34]--[@R38]), bootstrap organic shift registers have not yet been demonstrated, based on neither n-type nor p-type OTFTs. In this study, a bootstrap shift register based on OTFTs was incorporated within the matrix to handle relevant sensor columns triggered by alternate clocking signals (F1 and F2) and the frame-start (FS) signal. The bootstrap shift register enabled the authors to exclusively use p-type OTFTs to build complex high-speed logics with low power consumption and negligible signal degradation ([@R40]).

Bootstrap shift register
------------------------

Shift registers are essential electronic components that facilitate sequential addressing of element arrays while minimizing the number of external electric connections. A micrograph of two stages of the shift register used in the proposed MSM system is depicted in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (I) (left panel). The function of the shift register is simple. It propagates an ON voltage level across the gate columns of corresponding switching OTFTs within the sensor matrix. This is depicted in the right panel of [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (I). The shift register may comprise many stages to facilitate operation of large active matrices while the number of control signal lines remains rather small. In the proposed system, the shift register requires only three control signals, namely, FS, F1, and F2, as mentioned earlier.

In this study, the authors conceptualized, designed, and fabricated an eight-stage organic bootstrap shift register circuit (see [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) compatible with exclusive p-type OTFTs. The circuit has two repeating stages, as depicted in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and comprises four p-type OTFTs (T1 to T4) and one metal-insulator-metal capacitor (C~bst~) within each stage. The proposed design of the circuit did not require additional power connections, such as supply and ground (VS and GND), during operation; instead, clocking signals (F1 and F2) were used for this purpose. In the proposed design, the number of stages was doubled to facilitate utilization of every alternate stage for addressing column-OTFT gates within the matrix. In addition, the stages were incorporated to keep the phases of the control signals constant during sensor-readout sequences and demonstrate the potential for driving larger matrices using each stage for commutation of switching transistors.

![Proposed organic bootstrap shift register and its performance.\
(**A**) Closeup of the eight stages of bootstrap shift register. (**B**) Circuit diagram representing the first two stages of the shift register. (**C**) Basic clocking diagram illustrating the correct function of driving signals for the first two stages, including the main clock (F1 and F2) and frame-start (FS) signals. (**D**) Typical timing diagram demonstrating the correct operation of the proposed eight-stage p-type imperceptible bootstrap shift register. The inputs F1, F2, and FS have two potentials as high level (*V*~H~ = 4 V) and low level (*V*~L~ = 0 V). In addition to *V*~H~ and *V*~L~, the propagated IN signals have a lower potential (*V*~BST~ = −2 V) than *V*~L~ owing to bootstrap operation. (**E**) Boost response graph showing operating speed, which depends on the amplitudes of F1 and F2 signals that determine the charge-discharge cycle of boost capacitance. We applied three different *V*~H~ levels (*V*~H~ = 4, 3, and 2 V) to F1, F2, and FS. The perpendicular axis is the shift register output normalized by the difference between *V*~H~ and *V*~L~ (0 V) levels of FS. (**F**) Frequency response of eight boost capacitors revealing approximately a constant value of 1.2 nF at operating clock speed. (**G**) Distribution of OTFT parameters, such as mobility and threshold voltages, that do not affect shift register operation (photo credit: Masaya Kondo, ISIR, Osaka University, PhotoBIO-OIL).](aay6094-F3){#F3}

A schematic clocking diagram of the first two stages is depicted in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} to illustrate the operation of the bootstrap shift register. The working mechanism is presented in the "Operation of bootstrap shift register" section in Materials and Methods. Three square wave signals, namely, frame start (FS) and the first (F1) and second (F2) frame-shifting clocks, are required for the operation of the bootstrap circuit. These signals are supplied by synchronized wave function generators driving the bootstrap organic shift register. The key mechanism in the operation is that the stored potential in C~bst~ boosts the IN potential to nearly twice its original magnitude, as shown in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The effective doubling of the potential oversaturates the connected OTFTs, thereby canceling any impact of OTFT parameter distribution. As well as [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the practical clocking diagram of the shift register ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) clearly demonstrates the operation of the circuit for all eight stages, including the voltage boost in IN lines, ON-state shifting across gate lines upon the arrival of each clock signal, and opening of the corresponding switching OTFTs within the matrix.

[Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the relationship between the operating frequency and the input voltage of the shift register. The normalized output signal of the shift register \[(*V*~OUT~ − *V*~L~)/(*V*~H~ − *V*~L~)\] was evaluated to define the operational frequency using variables *V*~OUT~, *V*~H~, and *V*~L~, which represent the out-, high-, and low-voltage levels, respectively. The maximum operating frequency was defined as that at which the normalized output signal falls below 0.95. On the basis of this definition, the maximum operating frequencies were observed to be 100 and 50 Hz, respectively, when *V*~H~ = 4 and 3 V. The operating frequency of the bootstrap organic shift register can be determined in terms of the driving capability of the individual OTFT and C~bst~ capacitance, which can ultimately be reduced to the gate capacitance for OTFTs T1 and T3. [Figure 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"} depicts variations in the capacitance with respect to frequency for the eight capacitors present within the shift register. The change in capacitance is rather small, up to a frequency of 100 kHz. The capacitance of C~bst~ maintains a constant value of approximately 1.2 nF within the operating range ([Fig. 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) with almost no distribution, reflecting the high quality of the optimized fabrication technology.

The proposed circuit design does not require dc power supply since the power required by the circuit is provided by a two-phase clocking source, in which signals F1 and F2 alternately take on the role of ground and source terminals. In addition, the charge stored in the circuit does not dissipate completely, as is common in conventional bootstrap circuits ([@R40]); instead, it contributes to the next stage while requiring only half the power from F1 and F2 to charge the successive capacitor. Thus, the power dispersion could be notably lower than that of previously demonstrated organic shift registers ([@R24]--[@R29], [@R34]--[@R38]). We estimated the power consumption in practice, as presented in table S1. The organic bootstrap shift register consumes approximately 0.8 nW and 0.23 μW of power per stage at static phase and a clocking frequency of 100 Hz, respectively. The estimation is explained in the "Static and dynamic power consumptions of bootstrap organic shift register" section in Materials and Methods.

Moreover, the bootstrapped shift register could be more reliable compared with other unipolar counterparts because the distribution of the mobility and threshold voltage of the individual OTFT does not play any role during the operation of the proposed circuit, as OTFTs T1 and T3 are always overdriven at higher voltages compared with the clocking voltage. [Figure 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"} depicts histograms of key OTFT performance parameters. The reproducibility and fabrication of the very basic functional elements of the proposed MSM system are accounted for. Statistical data concerning OTFT field-effect mobility and threshold voltage originate from 15 individual transistors and reveal an average mobility of μ = 0.253 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.012 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ as well as an average threshold voltage of *V*~TH~ = −0.861 V with an SD of 0.111 V. Although these characteristics have relatively small dispersion, the variation is not negligible. However, the bootstrap shift register shows stable operation and a clear commutation of signals.

Switching transistors
---------------------

[Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (II) depicts the micrograph of a switching OTFT within the sensor matrix along with a typical transfer curve. In addition, fig. S1 (A and B) depicts the transfer characteristics of the 15 OTFTs and typical output characteristics, respectively. In the proposed MSM system, the OTFTs operate at gate (*V*~G~) and drain (*V*~D~) voltages in the range of 2.5 to −2.5 V and 0 to −2.5 V, respectively. The output characteristics demonstrate good linearity in the low *V*~D~ region, indicating the presence of ohmic contacts between the DNTT organic semiconductor and Au source/drain electrodes. OTFTs, therefore, demonstrate good saturation behavior when operating in the high *V*~D~ region. Figure S1C depicts the transfer characteristics of one of the switching OTFTs before and after its bending to different radii and crumpling, respectively (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The figures reveal no difference in the gate leakage current in either case. The effect of applied deformations was observed to be in the picoampere range, with corresponding transfer curves being nearly coincident. These results indicate that the OTFTs with the 45-nm-thick parylene gate insulator have high mechanical durability and are suitable for electronic components for imperceptible sensor system.

Magnetic sensors
----------------

In this study, GMR multilayers made of Py, that is, Ni~81~Fe~19~, a soft magnetic permalloy, and Cu, were considered for the fabrication of magnetic sensor cells. To adapt the basic electronic properties of sensor cells to OTFT requirements for efficient signal acquisition, we patterned GMR elements into a fine meander shape with a branch width of 20 μm and total footprint measuring 4 × 5 mm^2^. Micrographs of individual meander-patterned GMR sensor cells are depicted in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (III). The sensor resistance was set in the range of 20 to 25 kilohms to satisfy the design requirements of prescribed resistance values of switching OTFTs. In practice, a narrow dispersion in the saturation resistance (*R*~sat~ = 22.5 ± 1.7 kilohms) and GMR ratio (*r*~GMR~ = 11.7 ± 0.5%) was observed in this study using nine different batches of GMR sensors, as depicted in fig. S2 (A and B). The selected Py/Cu GMR multilayers demonstrated high sensitivity when operating under conditions corresponding to low flux density values of the order of a few microteslas. A representative GMR curve of a single meander sensor cell is depicted in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (III). The total GMR ratio (i.e., change in resistance upon the application of an external magnetic field) was observed to be of the order of 10 to 13%. The proposed GMR sensor type has previously been proposed for use in the fabrication of imperceptible magnetoelectronic devices owing to its excellent stability during on-skin operation and resistance to severe deformations, including those induced by stretching ([@R10]). Although the MSM driving circuit was designed to read out eight (2 × 4) GMR sensor cells, a larger array of sensors (3 × 6 in total) was included in the system for redundancy \[see [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (red frame)\]. Upon completion of the final circuit layout, appropriate GMR meander elements were selected for operation, and redundant units were intentionally destroyed.

To evaluate the performance of flexible GMR sensors, we fabricated separated elements with the same meander structure on a 1.5-μm-thick parylene film, as depicted in fig. S2C. A cross-sectional image of Py/Cu multilayers obtained using transmission electron microscopy is depicted in fig. S2D. Subsequent to their fabrication, the GMR sensor elements were subjected to bending tests, as depicted in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, to demonstrate their flexibility. During the bending tests, the GMR multilayer membrane was attached on a supporting Kapton film, and its magnetoresistance was measured in both the flat state and when it was bent in situ over a 2-mm radius, as depicted in fig. S2E. A comparison of the two cases indicates that the observed deviation in the measured magnetoresistance of the GMR multilayer membrane was less than 1%. This indicates that meander-shaped GMR sensors fabricated on an ultrathin parylene membrane are suitable for use in flexible electronics. Although the bending radius was limited to 2 mm in the bending tests described above, a previous study ([@R10]) conducted by the authors revealed that Py/Cu GMR multilayers fabricated on a similar polymeric membrane can withstand acute bending to radii of the order of a few micrometers. To verify the flexibility and the image of the imperceptible magnetic sensor, we demonstrated finger motion sensing based on flexible GMR sensors, as shown in fig. S3 and movie S1.

Current mirror
--------------

In the proposed circuit, a current source and a multichannel current mirror were integrated on the same substrate, as each magnetic sensor within the MSM system requires a stable supply current. During scanning cycles of the shift register, the current from mirror circuits was commutated through an active matrix to a particular sensor, and the observed voltage drop across the magnetic sensors was commutated back to common-source amplifiers. All current mirrors were fabricated from identical OTFTs with their drains and sources connected to respective matrix rows and VS. Magnified views of the current mirror micrographs are depicted in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (IV) and fig. S4A, whereas fig. S4B depicts a schematic with indicated line labels and OTFTs. The gates of all the OTFTs (T1 to T6) were connected to each other, where the reference was made out of four equivalent OTFTs (T1 to T4) and the mirror was made out of one OTFT (T5 or T6) (see fig. S4B). In other words, 0.25 times lower current than the defined current (IS) was used in the sensor circuits. This suppresses the variation effect of OTFTs, leading to stable and consistent current mirror. In this work, we used a 200-μA bias current as IS. In practice, the mirrored current is approximately 50 μA, and the variation is negligible, as shown in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (IV). The influence of individual currents on sensor responses of different rows can, if necessary, be calibrated and homogenized in the final application since they remain constant.

Organic common-source amplifiers
--------------------------------

As discussed in the previous subsection, the voltage drop across magnetic sensors in the proposed system is commutated back as input to two common-source amplifiers through switching OTFTs. These inputs are directly connected to the output of row lines \[see [Fig. 2 (A and C)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, V\]. The high amplification coefficient of these devices facilitates rail-to-rail operation of sensor matrices without the need for any external component for postprocessing of sensor information, thereby allowing for direct signal digitization and high S/N ratio. A zero-bias inverter is a simple and efficient circuit that operates as a common-source amplifier with high output gain. A magnified view of an amplifier channel with labeled interconnections is depicted in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, whereas the corresponding schematic is shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The amplifier response is depicted in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating excellent voltage transfer characteristics and corresponding gain. The proposed inverter circuit attained a gain of 87.5 at a supply voltage of 3 V.

![Proposed common-source amplifier layout and its performance.\
(**A**) Magnified view of a common-source amplifier. (**B**) Circuit diagram representing one stage of a common-source amplifier. (**C**) Response of OTFT common-source amplifier with voltage transfer and gain characteristics. (**D**) Demonstration of common-source amplifier in operation in which signals from two sensors within the blue and red circles were recorded on row lines R1 and R2 and amplifier outputs AO1 and AO2 when corresponding sensor locations were approached by a strong NdFeB permanent magnet. The maximum magnetic field of the magnet is more than 500 mT (photo credit: Daniil Karnaushenko, IFW Dresden).](aay6094-F4){#F4}

To visualize the effect of the common-source amplifiers on the magnetic sensor response, we compared the amplified signal characteristics of one GMR sensor (AO1 and AO2) with those of a raw signal without amplification (R1 and R2), as depicted in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, for two positions of magnet approaching different magnetic sensor cells correspondingly marked in red and blue circles in the figure. In this demonstration, strong NdFeB magnets were used. Both sensor cells were connected to the same word line, and both bit lines were connected to organic amplifiers. Raw and amplified signals for both sensor cells (red and blue) were plotted in corresponding colors ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) under conditions in which the magnets repeatedly approached the two cells. As observed in the figure, the raw signals, which initially measured approximately 100 mV, were amplified to output signals measuring several volts. This extended voltage capability enables direct signal digitization, setting a range of voltage levels to control other systems using the proposed device. Without amplification, the output voltages of the sensor cells were observed to be small, making it difficult to recognize the presence of a magnetic field or even the position of its magnetic source. With amplification, however, the adjacent sensor cell being approached by the permanent magnet can be easily distinguished. This is the first demonstration of signal amplification using an ultraflexible MSM system equipped with organic amplifiers.

Two-dimensional mapping using active MSM
----------------------------------------

Real-time two-dimensional mapping of magnetic fields using the proposed imperceptible MSM system driven by a bootstrap organic shift register is described in this section. The mapping functionality accomplishes a key task of distributed magnetic sensor networks, thereby facilitating their utilization in applications such as magnetic e-skins. In this study, eight GMR sensors (indicated by the dotted red box in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) were selected from within the sensor matrix, and a weak ferrite permanent magnet was placed at different locations close to the sensor matrix to realize two-dimensional magnetic field mapping. Labels on each sensor cell indicate the corresponding column gate (G) and row (R) addresses within the driving circuit. [Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} depicts the time history of sequential driving signals generated by the clocked shift register on each column gate line (G1 to G4). These signals successively activate respective switching OTFTs (highlighted by green box in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The acquired signals on both row lines, as observed upon sensor cell activation, are plotted in [Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. As can be observed, the voltage levels on row lines differ from those of driving signals on column gate lines. Mapping of the magnetic field can be accomplished on the basis of this difference in the voltage levels between the column gate and row lines, as shown in the column bar charts in [Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The observed trend in the variations of the magnetic field intensity detected by each sensor cell is in good agreement with that of variations in the magnet position, as depicted in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. It was also observed that the sensor matrix accurately maps the magnetic fields for three different magnet positions. The mapping feature can, therefore, be used to track the positions of magnetic objects in the three-dimensional environment surrounding the sensor matrix by considering the magnetic flux readings obtained from sensors. This is the first demonstration of an active MSM system driven by a bootstrap organic shift register.

![Demonstration of two-dimensional mapping of magnetic field.\
(**A**) Detection of magnetic field using a weak ferrite permanent magnet placed at various positions within the sensor matrix. The maximum magnetic field of the magnet is approximately 40 mT. (**B**) Signals of sensor matrix scanned using bootstrap organic shift register and variations in row line voltage as sensor matrix is scanned with the respective magnet position, shown in (A). The detected signal lines have an offset voltage of 150 mV. (**C**) Two-dimensional (2D) map of applied magnetic field (photo credit: Masaya Kondo, ISIR, Osaka University, PhotoBIO-OIL).](aay6094-F5){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

This paper reported the development of an imperceptible magnetic sensor matrix organic system comprising 2 × 4 GMR sensors, bootstrap organic shift register, and organic amplifiers on the same flexible platform. In addition to the full system integration, we addressed the challenges in the OTFT system, that is, low-voltage operation and the exclusive utilization of p-type OTFTs. In the proposed system, the magnetic sensor matrix was demonstrated to be driven by an organic bootstrap shift register. In addition, the amplification of detected signals was accomplished using organic amplifiers. The use of p-type OTFT--based bootstrap shift registers with excellent electrical performance, high operating speed, and low driving voltage (less than 4 V) was successfully demonstrated. It was observed that the static power consumption of the proposed system (approximately 0.8 nW) is lower compared with that of conventional designs. In addition, the dynamic power consumption of the proposed system (approximately 0.23 µW) is also lower compared with the standby power dissipation of other existing systems (refer to table S1 and Materials and Methods). This reduced power consumption was primarily facilitated by the bootstrap shift register design in which only the active stage consumes the power required for charging the boost capacitor, suppressing dc power losses. Hence, static power dissipation in the proposed system depends exclusively on current leaking from gate terminals of switching transistors. High-speed operation and ultralow power consumption of the proposed circuit make it particularly attractive for use as a flexible and imperceptible system. The integration of flexible low operating voltage GMR sensors with highly reliable OTFTs, therefore, facilitates realization of an imperceptible, wearable, and autonomous battery-powered system. The MSM system described here represents a high level of complexity and functionalization in terms of system integration for use in imperceptible electronic platforms. The system has additionally been demonstrated to be capable of accurately mapping magnetic fields in two dimensions with high precision. The inclusion of a word line scanner and common-source amplifier, the ability to work at low supply voltages below 4 V, and high-frequency operation at approximately 100 Hz make this system the most imperceptible and functional design to date. The authors believe that this study would pave the way for the development of a new generation of flexible electronics to be used in applications such as e-skins, soft robotics, and biomedical science.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Design of ultraflexible magnetic sensor matrix
----------------------------------------------

The HSPICE software package (Synopsys Inc., USA) was used to simulate and design the eight-stage bootstrap organic shift register and to define the parameter values of the magnetic sensor matrix. In addition, Level 61 PRI, an Si-based TFT model, was used to simulate the characteristics of switching OTFTs, and the corresponding channel length was initially set to 10 μm. The channel widths of the switching OTFTs and bootstrap organic shift registers were set to 96 and 12 mm, respectively, based on the simulation results. In terms of organic inverters, the size ratio of the driving OTFTs to the load OTFTs was set to 2:1. Last, the capacitance of bootstrap capacitors comprising the organic shift register circuit was set to approximately 1 nF.

Fabrication and characterization of OTFTs
-----------------------------------------

A 100-nm-thick Al layer was first thermally evaporated onto a 1.5-μm-thick diX-SR (parylene) layer supported on a glass film using the shadow mask technique. The Al layer acted as the gate electrode, and its surface was subsequently treated with oxygen plasma at 100 W for 3 min before the deposition of parylene (45 nm thick) as the gate dielectric using chemical vapor deposition. DNTT and Au layers (30 and 50 nm thick, respectively) were thermally deposited using the shadow mask technique to form the active layer and source and drain electrodes along with corresponding interconnections, respectively. After fabrication of OTFT circuits, the device was annealed in vacuum for 1 hour at 120°C and approximately 100-Pa vacuum pressure. Last, a 1.5-μm-thick parylene layer was deposited using chemical vapor deposition to facilitate device encapsulation. A laser ablation process (T-Centric Laser Marker, MD-T1000W; KEYENCE Co. Ltd.) was performed to drill contact holes for circuit interconnections between respective device layers. All electric characterizations were performed in ambient air in a dark room.

Fabrication and characterization of Py/Cu GMR multilayers
---------------------------------------------------------

An ultraviolet lithography lift-off process was performed using a positive AZ 5214E image reversal resist (AZ Electronic Materials, Luxembourg) and a Karl Suss MA56 mask aligner (SÜSS MicroTec SE, Germany) to define individual meander patterns on top of the driving circuit architecture and respective interconnection structures. Subsequently, Py (1.5 nm) or \[Py (1.5 nm)/Cu (2.3 nm)\]^30^ GMR multilayers antiferromagnetically coupled in the second maximum were grown using magnetron sputtering deposition at room temperature. The values of the base pressure, Ar sputter pressure, and deposition rate were set to 7.0 × 10^−7^ mbar, 7.5 × 10^−4^ mbar, and 2 Å/s, respectively. The Py/Cu GMR meanders with 20-μm-wide branches running along the short axis of a 4 × 5 mm^2^ rectangular area were completed after the lift-off process. The sizes and shapes of the individual GMR sensor cells were selected to obtain resistance values in the range of 20 to 25 kilohms, as defined by the initial system simulation. In terms of characterization, four-point probe measurements were conducted in a dc probe station using an integrated electromagnet to facilitate application of an in-plane magnetic field along the main trenches of the meander structure. Bending tests were conducted on the imperceptible GMR meander using an in-house bending test setup intended for in situ magnetoelectric characterization.

Operation of bootstrap shift register
-------------------------------------

As depicted in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, signals F1 and F2 must exist in opposite phases and be separated by a temporal gap. The FS signal must overlap the gap between F1 and F2 (gray regions in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Once the input signal (IN) is negative and determined to be small compared with the threshold voltage of OTFTs, OTFT T1 becomes open, and signals F1 or F2 can be transferred to nodes N1, N3, etc. When either F1 or F2 equals 0 V, the corresponding nodes operate as temporal ground, and capacitor C~bst~ charges up to the potential *V*~H~ − *V*~L~. When IN has a high-impedance state (i.e., OTFT T4 is closed), the charge within C~bst~ is stored for some time, during which T1 and T3 remain open. When the phase of either F1 or F2 changes along with an increase in negative voltage, nodes N1, N3, etc. follow the potential stored in C~bst~ owing to T1 being open. This, in turn, boosts the IN potential to nearly twice its original magnitude. As the gate-source voltage for T3 is equivalent to that across C~bst~, the OTFT effectively transfers the voltage of F1 or F2 to nodes N2, N4, etc., thereby switching the gates of switching OTFTs to the ON state without any voltage degradation. The effective doubling of the T3 gate voltage oversaturates the transistor, thereby canceling any impact of OTFT parameter distribution. In the bootstrap circuit, OTFT T2 is required for final discharge of the boost capacitor when the IN signal for the next stage is set to ON potential. This marks the completion of one shift cycle.

Static and dynamic power consumptions of bootstrap organic shift register
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The static power consumption of the bootstrap circuit was first estimated. As mentioned here, the bootstrap shift register itself does not require an external dc power supply and ground. In other words, the circuit produces no leakage current passing directly through the dc power supply to ground. Hence, its static power consumption is low compared with that of conventional shift registers. The static power consumption is mainly defined on the basis of leakage currents from the gate terminals of switching OTFTs connected to the shift register output. Thus, for accurate estimation of the static power consumption, the measured OTFT gate leakage current value of 0.2 nA was used in this study. Consequently, the static power consumption per stage of the bootstrap organic shift register was calculated to be 0.8 nW based on an operating voltage of 4 V. In contrast, the dynamic power consumption of the bootstrap shift register was considered to be given by *C*~G~*V*~CLK~^2^*f*, where *C*~G~ denotes the load capacitance, *V*~CLK~ denotes the clock voltage, and *f* denotes the clock frequency ([@R40]). The value of the parameter *C*~G~ corresponds approximately to the total gate capacitance of 2 OTFTs (73 pF/OTFT) composed of the shift register. Considering the effect of 2 switching OTFTs (585 pF/OTFT) connected to the output of the bootstrap shift register, the capacitance is also added. Therefore, for the case where *V*~CLK~ = 4 V and *f* = 100 Hz, the dynamic power consumption of the organic shift register was observed to be 0.23 μW. Considering switching OTFTs, the total dynamic power consumption was approximately observed to be 0.23 + 1.9 = 2.13 μW.

Two-dimensional mapping of magnetic field by bootstrap organic shift register
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To facilitate operation of the bootstrap organic shift register, square wave input signals were applied at terminals F1 and F2 (high level, 4 V; low level, 0 V), and three different operating frequencies of 12.5, 50.0, and 100 Hz were considered. The input signals were supplied using synchronized function generators, and all measurements were carried out on a supporting glass structure. A ferrite permanent magnet that produces a very weak magnetic field compared with that of NdFeB magnets was used in this demonstration. In [Fig. 5 (B and C)](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the output voltage signals were transformed to magnetic field values based on precalibrations between each sensor output voltage and the magnetic field measured using a magnetometer as reference. In the measurements, the magnet was fixed in the approximately same height.
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